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R = Aeronca (1942) 
 

LNR        
Aeronca 
 
Specifications:            
span:  35'5", 10.80 m 
length:  23’7”, 7.19 m   
max. speed: 129 mph, 208 km/h  
 

 
(Source: National Soaring Museum, via Bill Norton) 

 
 
Three TG-5 training gliders which had been developed from the L-3 liaison aircraft, were transferred from the USAAF to the US 
Navy as XLNR-1 and with serials 36422/36424. They were used in the Glomb project.  
            
Refer also to L-3, O-58, TG-5 

 



R = Ford (1927-1932) 
 

JR         
Ford 4-AT 
 
Specifications:            
span:  73'11", 22.53 m 
length:  50', 15.24 m 
engines: 3 Wright R-975-1 
max. speed: 131 mph, 211 km/h 
 

 
(Source: William T. Larkins) 

 
The Ford 4-AT was a 14 passenger transport which had flown for the first time on 11 June 1926. 
The US Navy ordered a single XJR-1 on 9 March 1927 with serial A7526. The aircraft was evaluated and was redesignated as 
RR-1 in 1931 although other references suggest it had been written off on 30 April 1930, thereby creating a conflict in data.  
The USMC bought two JR-2s in 1929 with serials A8273/8274. In 1931 they were redesignated as RR-2.   
The JR-3 designation was assigned to three 5-AT-C aircraft which were used by the US Navy and the USMC with serials A8457 
and A8598/8599. They had a span of 77'11", 23.75 m, a length of 51', 15.54 m and were equipped with 3 Pratt & Whitney 
R-1340-88. The max. speed was 148 mph, 238 km/h. In 1931 they were redesignated as RR-3 although other references 
suggest that A8598 was written off on 4 August 1930, thereby creating a conflict in data.  
            
Refer also to C-3, C-9, RR 

 



RR         
Ford 4-AT 
 
Specifications:            
span:  73'11", 22.53 m 
length:  50', 15.24 m 
engines: 3 Wright R-975-1 
max. speed: 131 mph, 211 km/h 
 

 
(Source: William T. Larkins) 

 
In 1931 the XJR-1 with serial A7526 was redesignated as RR-1 although other references suggest it had been written off on 30 
April 1930, thereby creating a conflict in data.  
At the same time the JR-2s with serials A8273/8274 were redesignated as RR-2.   
The JR-3, with serials A8457 and A8598/8599 were redesignated as RR-3 although other references suggest that A8598 was 
written off on 4 August 1930, thereby creating a conflict in data. They had a span of 77'11", 23.75 m, a length of 51', 15.54 m 
and were equipped with 3 Pratt & Whitney R-1340-88. The max. speed was 148 mph, 237 km/h.  
A further 5-AT-C was purchased as RR-4 with serial A8840 whilst two were purchased as RR-5 with serials A9205/9206.  
            
Refer also to C-3, C-9, JR 
 



R = Interstate (1942) 
 

BDR        
Interstate 
 
Specifications:            
span:  51’8”, 15.75 m  
length:      
engines: 2 jets 
max. speed: 
 

 
(Source: Interstate) 

 

 
The XBDR-1 was a design for a tailless jet-powered assault drone, proposed in 1943/44. A 1/17th scale model was built for 
wintunnel testing in October 1943, but no full scale aircraft was ever built. There are pictures of versions with and without a 
cockpit. 
 



TDR        
Interstate 
 
Specifications:            
span:  48’, 14.63 m  
length:     
engines: 2 Lycoming O-435 
max. speed: 140 mph, 225 km/h  
 

 
Piloted version (Source: US Navy?) 

 

 
Unpiloted version (Source: US Navy?) 

 
A production version of the TDN assault drone, two XTDR-1s were built with serials 27857/27858 and were ordered on 3 April 
1942. A further two examples with serials 37635/37636 were cancelled. This was followed by 189 production TDR-1s with 
serials 27859/27958, 33515/33531, 33622/33714 and 64497/64568. Production of batches with serials 33532/33614 and 
64569/65396 were cancelled.  
In October 1944 46 TDR-1’s were used operationally whilst, post-war, a number found their way to private owners. The 
windscreen and cockpit that were fitted for a control pilot, were removed and covered for operational flights.  
 
Refer also to BQ-4, TDN 

 



TD2R       
Interstate 
 
Specifications:            
span:    
length:     
engines: 2 Franklin O-405-2 
max. speed:   
 
Two XTD2R-1s were ordered with serials 33921/33922 but it is claimed that these were completed as TD3R. An article in 
Aeronautics & Astronautics of January 1982 (page 34) suggests, however, that 50 were built.  
            
Refer also to BQ-5, TD3R 

 



TD3R       
Interstate 
 
Specifications:            
span:    
length:     
engines: 2 Wright R-975-13 
max. speed:   
 

 
(Source: US Navy) 

 
Three XTD3R-1 target drone were built with serials 33921 and 33923/33924 whilst aircraft 33922 was designated as XTD3R-2. 
Production of 50 TD3R-3s with serials 33871/33920 was cancelled.  
            
Refer also to BQ-6, TD2R 

 



R = Maxson-Brewster (1939-1940) 
 

NR         
Maxson 
 
Specifications:            
span:  30’1”, 9.17 m   
length:  22’5”, 6.83 m   
engines: 2 Kinner R-440-3 
max. speed: 115 mph, 185 km/h  
 
Two examples of the XNR-1 twin engined trainer were procured with serials 1756/1757.  Note that the NR designation was also 
used for the Ryan NR. 
 



R = Ryan (1941-1946) 
 

FR         
Ryan 28 Fireball 
 
Specifications:            
span:  40', 12.19 m 
length:  32'4", 9.86 m 
engines: 1 Wright R-1820-56 + 1 General Electric J31-GE 
max. speed: 404 mph, 650 km/h 
 

 
(Source: US Navy) 

 
The Ryan Fireball was a single seat fighter with a mixed propulsion system the jet engine being fitted in the tail. Three XFR-1s 
were ordered on 11 February 1943 and with serials 48232/48234. The first flight, without the jet engine installed, took place on 
25 June 1944. The jet engine was fitted a few days later.  
The first production version was the FR-1 with R-1820-72W and J31-GE-3 engines. Incorporating a redesigned tail assembly, 
66 were built with serials 39647/39712 whilst 632 aircraft with serials 39713/39746 and 92702/93301 were cancelled. The first 
order was placed on 2 December 1943. The aircraft saw limited operational service but structural problems caused their 
withdrawal in 1948.  
Production of 600 examples of the FR-2, ordered on 31 January 1945 and fitted with R-1830-74W and J31-GE engines was 
also cancelled. The serials concerned were 104576/105175.  
The FR-3 version, which was to be similar as the FR-2, was not built whilst a single FR-1 was converted with a Westinghouse 
J34-WE-22 engine and redesignated as XFR-4. The serial was 39665 and the first flight took place in November 1944.  
 
Ryan workers made a half-scale model of the FR-1 for the San Diego’s Winged Victory float at the Pasedena Tournament of 
Roses Parade of 1946. This was nicknamed TR-1, for Tournament of Roses, Model 1. 
 
Refer also to F2R   

 



F2R        
Ryan 29 Dark Shark 
 
Specifications:            
span:  40', 12.19 m 
length:  36', 10.97 m  
engines: 1 General Electric XT31-GE-2 + 1 General Electric J31-GE-2 
max. speed: 497 mph, 800 km/h   
 

 
(Source: US Navy) 

 
The Ryan 29 was a development of the FR design but incorporated a turboprop engine. A single FR-1 (serial 39661) was 
converted as the XF2R-1 and flew for the first time in November 1946. Two further prototypes, designated as XF2R-2 (model 
30) and with serials 39713/39714 were to be fitted with a more powerful Westinghouse J-34 but development was cancelled 
as, by then, pure jets had proven themselves as worthy naval aircraft.  
            
Refer also to FR    
 



F3R        
Ryan 38 
 
Specifications:            
span:    
length:     
engines: 1 Allison J-33 
max. speed:   
 

 
Possible picture of F3R (Source: Ryan Reporter, via secretprojects.co.uk) 

 
In April 1947 the US Navy awarded a preliminary design study contract to Ryan for a VTOL fighter that could be flown from a 
submarine. As part of the funding a test stand was built equipped with an Allison J33 engine. Three versions of the fighter, 
known as model 38, were considered, each tail sitting but with different engines and tail surfaces. JATO was to be used during 
take-off. The designation XF3R-1 was assigned but no aircraft were purchased.  
In 1953 it had evolved into the model 38R but the programme was not funded due to the Korean war. The programme was 
eventually taken over by the USAF as the Ryan X-13. 
            
Refer also to F-109, X-13 

 



NR         
Ryan Recruit 
 
Specifications:            
span:  30'1", 9.17 m 
length:  22'6", 6.86 m 
engines: 1 Kinner R-440-3 
max. speed: 123 mph, 198 km/h 
 

 
(Source: US Navy) 

 
The NR-1 was a version of the USAAF’s PT-21 and 100 were built with serials 4099/4198. At least one aircraft (4176) was used 
as a wingless taxi trainer at NAS Memphis. It was nicknamed as The Dodo. 
Note that the NR designation was also used for the Maxson NR.  
            
Refer also to T-16, T-20, T-21, T-22, T-25 

 



SOR        
Ryan Seamew 
 
Specifications:            
span:  38', 11.58 m 
length:  35'11", 10.95 m 
engines: 1 Ranger V770-6 
max. speed: 190 mph, 305 km/h 
  

 
(Source; Ryan) 

           
The SOR-1 was a projected version of the Curtiss SO3C-1 but production was not undertaken.  
 

 
 
 
 
 


